INVENTORY FEATURES & BENEFITS

✓ INVENTORY COST VALUATION OFFERS YOU THE CHOICE OF AVERAGE, STANDARD, LAST, LIFO OR FIFO
✓ SINGLE OR MULTIPLE WAREHOUSE OR DISTRIBUTION CENTERS AND THE ABILITY TO TRANSFER STOCK TO EACH
✓ LOT AND SERIAL NUMBER TRANSACTION RECORDING
✓ RE-ORDER POINT FLAGGING
✓ DETAILED TRANSACTION HISTORY FOR EACH INVENTORY ITEM
✓ AUTOMATICALLY ISSUES MATERIALS FOR WORK ORDERS, OPERATIONS AND SUB-ASSEMBLIES
✓ PRICE SCHEDULES FOR QUANTITY, DISCOUNTED AND CONTRACT PRICING
✓ TRACK INVENTORY OWNED BY YOUR CUSTOMERS
✓ NOTEPAD WITH UNLIMITED SPACE
✓ USE OUR FINISHED GOODS INVENTORY REPORT AS A SALES TOOL TO SELL EXCESS OR UNWANTED STOCK
✓ BE ABLE TO IDENTIFY A PART OR ITS RAW MATERIALS EVEN MONTHS AFTER THE JOB HAS BEEN SHIPPED – A MAJOR STEP IN CONFORMING TO ISO STANDARDS AND A GOOD QUALITY CONTROL PROGRAM.
✓ AUTOMATIC INVENTORY CHECKING DURING ORDER ENTRY ENSURES CONSISTENT AND ACCURATE PRICING
✓ DETAILED LOT TRACKING MEETS DEFENSE AND GOVERNMENT REQUIREMENTS
✓ SOPHISTICATED INVENTORY COST VALUATION MAINTAINS ACCURATE PRICING AT ALL TIMES
✓ WHEN A PRIORITY OR HOT JOB COMES IN, RELEASE RESERVED INVENTORY FROM ONE JOB TO ANOTHER WITH COMPLETE TRANSACTION HISTORY
✓ BUY IN ONE QUANTITY AND SELL IN ANOTHER. OUR INVENTORY MODULE AUTOMATICALLY DOES THE CONVERSION FOR YOU!
✓ ALL INFORMATION CAN BE GRAPHED USING OUR 3-D LIBRARY
Inventory is then allocated to the job, and the material reserved. If it is required, a material requirement is issued for the purchasing department. Upon the receipt of the purchased materials, it is accepted into inventory, and jobs on hold are automatically released. With this kind of closed-loop material resource planning, lead times are accurately forecasted.

BARCODE INVENTORY

The electronic transfer of data between computers is no longer an option – it’s a necessity. Today’s global enterprise demands rapid information that is easy to obtain. Collecting and recording data with SMARTer Manager’s bar code technology increases inventory accuracy, translating to considerable time saved by knowing exact materials location. By implementing a powerful bar code inventory system, you can quickly achieve measurable improvements.

SMARTer Manager combines sophisticated bar code data collection with Palm Computing technology, continuing the revolution of data transfer.

reduce waste... ...control job costs and increase production

Using the barcode scanning ability at the point of activity, SMARTer Manager captures vital data, critical to inventory management. With an easy-to-use barcode scanning tool, SMARTer Manager users can go anywhere at any time to capture and communicate information while increasing productivity. Users are able to scan materials to production, return unused inventory back to stock and enter data quickly and effortlessly. This exceptional bar code ability also empowers manufacturing personnel to incrementally issue and monitor materials, keeping product inventories as low as possible to avoid unnecessary costs. SMARTer Manager is the first ERP software in the world to offer advance technology in barcode scanning functionally with hand held computers. SMARTer Manager combines this sophisticated barcode scanning technology with Palm Terminals. Its ruggedized housing withstands drops of up to 4-feet and is capable of withstanding elements like rain and dust. Using SmartSync client, the inventory data collected on the production floor is exported to the SMARTer Manager database for review and validation. Time that used to be spent verifying the information or tracking down problems is eliminated, making SMARTer Manager palm terminals very easy to use and highly accurate.

DIMENSIONAL INVENTORY

Inventory is an asset and a significant investment. It isn’t enough to simply keep low amounts of stock, because running out of stock can be as costly as maintaining too much inventory. You need a responsive software solution that can constantly monitor and quickly react to events in your enterprise. SMARTer Manager’s dimensional inventory ability empowers you to accurately control inventory through a sophisticated enhancement that tracks the various units of measure of any single inventory item. With unlimited dimensional unit definitions, SMARTer Manager provides the tool to reduce waste, control job costs and increase production efficiency.

SMARTer Manager’s dimensional inventory, which can be combined with Palm Computing technology, returns unused or partially used items to stock, while automatically associating the returned item to the dimensionally correct item number. In addition, all values for the material used in production are validated and update immediately, creating truly accurate job costing. SMARTer Manager’s Inventory Wizard makes creating inventory items with dimensional options fast and easy. The wizard will use the decrement length to create new items for the drop table associated with the original purchased inventory unit. For example, if the current item’s length is 8 feet, and the decrement is 6 inches, the wizard will create items with lengths of 7.5, 7 and 6.5 feet. One of the most important aspects of dimensional inventory control is visibility into exactly what quantity and dimensions of an item are actually available.

FEATURES & BENEFITS OF DIMENSIONAL INVENTORY

Scanning is fast, much faster than writing information by hand, and much more legible. When more data is collected, tracking and inventory locations can be more discrete.

More information is collected. This means you improve utilization of people and equipment. Additional production is possible.

Better production accuracy. Product waste occurs when similar but incorrect components or raw materials are used. With 100% accurate location of raw materials or WIP using barcode scanning, scrapped product can be eliminated.

Data collection mobility. SMARTer Manager palm terminals allow users to ask questions on the floor, collect data remotely, decrease walk time and eliminate trips to the office.

Barcoding is information accuracy. SMARTer Manager bar code data collection reduces material fulfillment time and increases production accuracy. Not only does this reduce costs, it increases customer satisfaction and sales in the long run.

CONTACT US

We can show you how SMARTer Manager’s inventory control can help your business. Contact us today!

p. 877.762.7766
f. 800.428.0492
e. sales@smartermanager.com
www.smartermanager.com
www.twitter.com/smartermanager